
PRECIOUS TENT: JEWEL COVER FOR LUXURY PLACE

THE BRAND
Precious Tent is Coverhat’s luxury division and it deals with the 
achievement of top-level structures to cover common areas or to 
create wellbeing, exclusive ones. “Jewel”, its inspiration. 

“Jewel” like the achieved projects, architectural evolution and 
design of gazebos, winter gardens, berceau. “Jewel” like the 
exclusive designs that are a perfect mix of art, architecture and 
interior design. “Jewel” like the materials used, noble and rare, and 
their manufacturing, precious, being realized by craftsmen. “Jewel” 
like the furniture used in every area devoted to wellbeing, sharing, 
peace cult and stillness exaltation. Exclusive solutions, which speak 
the language of  high quality gazebos, green houses, luxury 
verandas, where you can discover the pleasure to snuggle without 
giving up conveniences such as underfloor heating and sound 
system.

“Precious Tent – says Roberto Rescia, Managing Director Coverhat – 
it’s not only a brand, but a love proposal with which people give 
themselves a place to take care of themselves and rediscover the 
value of peace. A “wrapping” place not only for its shapes, but also 
for the meticulous choice of the details that define it, whether it is 
furnishings, inlays or mosaics. Because feeling good is priceless”. 

OUR PHILOSOPHY
Cultivate peace, recover full wellbeing, learning the deepest sense 
of relax: Precious Tent’s projects follow this path giving shape to 
ideas, dreams, desires. Wellbeing becomes inspiration and 
philosophy, aim and achievement: everything is designed to 
achieve the maximum comfort whether it is materials, shapes and 
lines, games of light and aesthetic contaminations. 

“There is a strong link between places and emotions: Precious Tent 
creates the perfect contexts to let yourself carried away by 
emotion, to retrieve full contact with yourself, to listen to your 
desires. So it happens that those gazebos become charming cots 
where you can lay down in silence reading a book or getting lost in 
contemplation. The awareness of having to create such emotional 



environments, where you can seek refuge in full serenity, guides 
each of our achievements.

THE CULT OF THE MATERIALS
Precious woods, such as iroko, ebony, teak for bearing structures, 
and doussie for floors, but also wrought iron by the craftsmanship of
the best Italian blacksmiths or stainless steel for those who love 
tech design: Precious Tent chooses materials of excellence for its 
accomplishments and relies upon the tenacious Italian style and 
taste both of architects and interior designers, to give soul to 
designed solutions for wellbeing. Pure comfort’s places where 
everything is a sign of sophistication and uniqueness, the balance 
between aesthetic and environmental integration, worship and 
exaltation of the detail.

 “We only choose rare and precious materials for our products, 
because we know that their value is the core of the uniqueness of 
our projects. One more reason to choose Precious Tent”. 

WHEN COOSING PRECIOUS TENT
To furnish the wide terrace or expand the domestic space, so as to 
carve out “relax” cots, destined to wellbeing and peace. To create 
comfort zones in the garden area which can combine design and 
nature, without giving up luxury conveniences. To increase the 
value of your home and make it even more precious, thanks to the 
design of attractive and enjoyable niches intended for moments 
sharing.  

THE COMPANY

Coverhat starts from Roberto Rescia and his over ten years’  experience in design,
manufacture and installation of architectural complete roofing systems, which are a
harmonious fusion of technology, functionality and aesthetics. 
A dynamic, flexible and creative staff of professionals (architects, engineers, interior
designers,  assemblers),  supported by specialist  constructive skills and by technical
knowledge of materials, creates high performance customized solutions, able to fit a
need or a desire. 
Thanks to the close cooperation with those players sharing the same philosophy and
vision, Coverhat also provides hi-tech facilities suitable for the proper functioning of



the structures, an efficient, prompt and attentive to detail production, and a customer
service ready to take action promptly and efficiently. 
In addition to design and implementation, the company also coordinates every step of
the  activity,  manages  the  logistic,  and  finally  plans  the  execution,  dealing  with
potential  problems and finding  the  best  solutions  to  ensure  an outcome that  can
maximize the cost/benefit binomial. 


